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Online DoD RFID Compliance Solution with Migration Path Now Available 
 
Brighton, Michigan, March 9, 2007 — Smart Label Solutions LLC, maker of the smartEPC™ suite 
of applications for Wal-mart’s RFID mandate and the Department of Defense (DoD) RFID/UID 
mandate, announces the release of Quickstart™. Quickstart™ allows DoD suppliers to comply 
with the RFID mandate with no capital expenditure. The feature rich online service allows 
customers to create DoD RFID labels with a verification report and have them delivered as 
quickly as the next day. In addition, Quickstart™ offers an option to automatically transfer the 
data to Wide Area Work Flow (WAWF) via Smart Label Solutions SFTP account. Once the 
customer’s RFID tag volume reaches a point where it makes sense to have a full blown system 
on site, Quickstart™ can migrate to smartEPC™  with all existing data in place and little or no 
training. 
 
“We spent the last year actively marketing our smartEPC™ product to the DoD RFID compliance 
space,” states Jeff Hudson, President of Smart Label Solutions. “Although we had many 
successful smartEPC™ implementations, we found a large group of suppliers that only needed to 
supply RFID for one of their many contracts with the DoD. Until all of their contracts renew with 
the RFID clause, the capital expense for a full blown system did not make sense. Quickstart™ will 
make it affordable for these suppliers to comply today while giving them a migration path to 
expand when the volumes dictate.” 
 
“Quickstart™ is a natural fit with our existing suite of applications,” says Curtis Stackable, VP of 
Research and Development for Smart Label Solutions. “Our team will continue to develop 
creative solutions to help the supplier community comply with retail and DoD mandates in the 
most cost effective manner possible.” 
 
   
For additional information, see our website www.slsrfid.com  or  
Contact: info@slsrfid.com 
Phone: 800.996.RFID (7343) 
 
About Smart Label Solutions 
 
Smart Label Solutions LLC provides scalable Automatic Identification and Data Collection (AIDC) 
and RFID solutions, based on industry standards and open systems. We implement turnkey 
solutions that are designed to meet short-term RFID and UID mandates that are expandable to 
meet your future needs. Available in Standard, Professional and Enterprise versions, our 
smartEPC software offers rapid initial installation and complete investment protection for future 
expansion.   
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